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Two-sided Communication: A sender and a receive process explicitly participate in the exchange of a message

Message
MPI_Recv()MPI_Send()

Intermediate 
Buffer

A message encodes two pieces of information:
1. The actual message payload (data)
2. The fact that two ranks reached the exchange point (synchronization).
3. It does not encode semantics: the receiver needs to know what to do with the data.

MPI: De facto communication standard for high-performance scientific applications.

Message Passing Model

Every process operates in its own private memory address space.



Private Address Space

Process 

There is no explicit communication model.
1. Communication is implicit, via read/write accesses to memory
2. Requires using mechanisms for synchronization (barriers, OpenMP dependency graphs)
3. It does not encode semantics: the receiver needs to know what to do with the data.

Achieves Parallelism with multiple kernel-level threads within a single address space.

Threading Model

Cannot scale beyond a single process (single Node)

Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3 Thread 4

*a = 1 int b = *a
int A



Communication is explicit, via one-sided put/get operations.
1. The global address space is partitioned into the physical address spaces of the processes.
2. One-sided operations run asynchronously (no need for reciprocal request from remote process.)
3. Requires using mechanisms for synchronization (e.g, MPI-like barriers).

A common, virtual global address space is shared among processes across different nodes.

Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) Model

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4

Global Address Space

int A

global int* A

put(a, 2)

It allows for encoding semantics: Remote Procedure Calls.

int b = get(a)



A remote procedure call is a message that encodes an action (rather than data).

Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)

A

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4

Global Address Space

- RPCs are send via through the network and stored in an RPC queue.

rpc(fc0(), P3);

Process 3
RPC queue

Process 1
fc0()

Process 4
fc1()

rpc(fc1(), P3);

- The receiver process explicitly runs pending RPCs by calling the progress engine.

Progress()

run fc0()
run fc1()

- Pending RPCs are executed in FIFO order.



The PGAS model uses futures as objects containing the state of the requested action.

Futures

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4

A Global Address Spaceglobal int A

int A = 1

- A future represents a pending request that can be checked for completion

future f = put(*a, 2)

- A wait-type operation can be used to suspend execution until the operation has completed.

wait(f);

- The progress engine runs constantly during the wait, and releases the process once the future is ready.

print("Done setting A = 2");

int A = 2



Futures for RPCs also contain the result of the operation.

Arguments and Return Values

A

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4

Global Address Space

- RPCs can include any number of parameters. (Put/Get operations are more efficient for raw data)

future<double> result = rpc(fc0(myArg1, myArg2), P3);

- RPCs may produce return values which are sent back to the initiator.
- If a future is ready, then it also means that it's result has arrived.

wait(result)

print("Result: " result.get())



The PGAS model allows associating semantics to a data exchange by the use of Futures.

Combining Data and Semantics

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4

A Global Address Spaceglobal int A Process 1
RPC queue

Progress()

- The receiver will run the RPC only after the data has arrived run fc0(a)

rpc(fc0(a), P1, after: f);

Process 1 
-> fc0(a) 

after f

- Any RPC / Put / Get requests can be 'tied' to a pending future

future f = put(a, 2)

- fc0(a) will operate on data element a, with the guarantee that its new value has arrived.

- Other operations (e.g., fc1, fc2) could have been specified. Semantics is given by sender.

int A = 1
int A = 2



RPCs can contain callback Rpc inside to guarantee that the receiver process reports back.

Composing Futures

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4

A Global Address Space
rpc(callback(), P1);

- P4 runs the requested action "do_something()", and then sends a callback RPC to P1.

f = rpc(Do_and_Callback(1), P4);

- P1 requests the execution of "do_and_callback" on P4 via an RPC, and waits on its future.

- Both P4 and P1 continue execution.
- P1 will execute the callback RPC (wait constantly polls the progress engine). 

wait(f);

progress(); 

Do_and_Callback(int p)
{
  Do_Something();
  rpc(callback(), p);
}

- P4 receives the RPC and executes it by running the progress engine "progress()".



Example: Genome Assembly

Original DNA

Re-assembled DNA

Construct a genome (chromosome) from a pool of 
short fragments produced by sequencers
Analogy: shred many copies of a book, and 
reconstruct the book by examining the pieces 
Complications: shreds of other books may be 
intermixed, can also contain errors
Chop the reads into fixed-length fragments (k-mers)
K-mers form a De Bruijn graph, traverse the graph 
to construct longer sequences 
Graph is stored in a distributed hash table

Image Credit: http://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~sven/images/assembly.png
Slide Credit: Scott B. Baden (Berkeley Lab)



Example: Genome Assembly

Initial Segment of DNA: ACTCGATGCTCAATG

 GATG->ATGC 
ACTC->CTCG->TCGA  

TGTC->GCTC-CTCA-TCAA 

Hash Table for Rank 1

TGCT->GCTC 
TCAA->CAAT->AATG 

Hash Table for Rank 0

Rank 0 Rank 1

Detect new edge
Update Hash Table

Detect coinciding hash 

Build k-mer graphs from independent segments, sharing their hash numbers.

 GATG->ATGC 
ACTC->CTCG->TCGA  

TGTC->GCTC-CTCA-TCAA->CAAT->AATG 

Hash Table for Rank 1

TGCT->GCTC 

Hash Table for Rank 0

Align K-mers

Completely Asynchronous:
- Detection of coincident hashes 
- Asynchronous Hash Updates

Irregular Communication:
- K-mer chain size can vary
- Need to allocate hash entries
   in real time (cannot pre-allocate)



Creating Remote Hash Table Entry with the PGAS Model

Process 1

Global Address Space

Process 2

Step 1: Request allocation for new entry of size k to store new chain C in receiving process
             This is a composed RPC contains a 'callback' rpc to report that allocation has finished.

fAllocate = rpc(allocate(k), P2); wait(fAllocate)

This operation can be triggered at any moment, without pre-determined communication phases.

Process 2
K-mer Hash 

Table
(0, A)

(1, B)

rpc(request_data(key = 2, gp), P2);

Key = 2

Step 3: Run the composed RPC to request data from sender process to be copied to the global pointer gp.

fPut = put(gp, C, k, after: fAllocate)

Step 4: Use a put operation to send C into the newly allocated buffer, and save the future

rpc(add_key(2, gp), P2, after: fPut);

Step 5: Issue a process() function to finish building the new entry, only after C has arrived. 

p

gp

Step 2: Allocate memory in local memory p and map it to the global address space gp.

p

Process1
K-mer Hash 

Table
(0, C)

(C)(2, C)



Let's Discuss
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Q1: 
Is PGAS a good model for the  
divide-and-conquer strategy?
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Q2: 
Is PGAS a good model for the  
Producer/Consumer strategy?


